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There are 3 (three) questions. You have to answer option (a) of all the three questions but vou can
choose to answer any 2 out of the other 3 opttons. The s}TnbOls have their usual meanings
Programmable calculators are not allowed Marks of each question and corresponding COs and POs are
written in the brackets.

Each of the questions carr) 5 marks. Among the questions you must answer the question
(a) and ans\\-er any two from the options (b). IC) and {d). 3x5=15

5
a) Discuss the potential uses for a superconducting material that can function at room :E:temperature. n,i

I

b) Describe the materIal type utilized in capacItors and provide evidence to support
your posItIon

c) Illustrate the relationship between a materIal's dielectric constant and frequency
through a graph.

Discuss about the atomic interpretation of Ohm- s lawd)

2. Each of the questions carry 10 marks. Among the questions you must answer the question
(a) and answer any two from the options (b), (c) and (d). 3><10=30

a) Discuss how Lange\'in function is related to Orlentational polarization. Determine
the generalized form of orientattona! polarization in case of saturation is P, = N LLp.

b) Demonstrate with proper mathematical notation how the heat generated in a current
carrying conductor is related to the applied electric Held.

c) Discuss the properties of superconductor and describe ho\\ -Nteissner effect can be
applied in maglev trains.

d) Demonstrate how refractive inde\ of any m:Lterial can be represented as a frequency
dependent functIon.
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3. Each of the questions carry 10 marks. Among the questions you must answer the question
{a) and answer any two from the options (b), (cl and (d). 3xlt)=30

a) The dielectric constant of a dielectric material at 30'’ C is. e. =1 '006715 and at (10)
200' C is C,= 1.0056. The number of molecules of this material per ms is 2.62 x 10:5. [fT
Determine the value of the dipole moment of molecules and the sum of electronic
and ionic polarizabilities.

b) Calculate- (i) polarizability,
( ii) relative permittivity, and
( iii) The displacement of the Hydrogen atom ',v’hen the atom is subjected to a Held ot

2.8x 10 s V/cm
[radius of H- atom is 0.53 A, densIty of H atom 8: g/m’ and atomic weight is 1.]

(10)
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c) For a material. the critical fIelds are respectively 3.5 x Ify A m and 5 x 10' A,’m for {10)
12 K and 8 K respecti\ely. Determine the transltion temperature and critical Held :=

at 0 K and 4.5 K

d) A conduction \&'ln has a resistl\ ity of 1.4 x 10-* Q-m at room temperature, The
Fermi energy for such a conductor is 6,2 eV and conduction electron per mi is
5.5 x 10:s. Calculate-

( i) The mobility and relaxatIon tIme of electrons

(ii) The average drift \elocity of electrons when the electric acId applied to the
conductor is 1 V cm

( iii) The velocity of an electron \v lth Fermi energy
( iv) The mean free path of the electrons
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You may use these formulas if required
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